How are you planning to get your fire department out of PFAS?

States are utilizing action on PFAS containing firefighting foams with take back programs given the lack of federal direction. According to BCLP (Bryan Cave Leighton Paisler), a law firm keeping up with state regulations, “33 states have either enacted or proposed regulations regarding per- or polyfluoroalkyl substances (“PFAS”) present in Class B Aqueous Film-Forming Foams (“AFFF”) used for firefighting, or present in firefighters’ clothing and equipment.”

Not all states are providing guidance or regulations on how to clean out of AFFF / PFAS for a fire apparatus foam tank. At this time, the Foam Exposure Committee (FEC) believes that a fire chief has three choices.

- Remove AFFF from the fire apparatus tank and properly dispose of it. Plug the tank.
- Contract with a licensed environmental firm to remove AFFF, ‘clean out’ the foam tank and remove the foam from the premises. Define ‘clean out!’
- Replace the complete apparatus which would still involve removing AFFF from the apparatus foam tank. Dispose of the AFFF properly according to hazmat requirements.

Fire chiefs throughout the US have already been switching away from AFFF in order to protect their communities and firefighters.

**Consider the firefighter and public safety first.**
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